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University of Manitoba Law Students Study at Hebrew University in
Jerusalem
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This past May, I had the privilege of participating in the Manitoba Mishpatim program at the
Hebrew University of Jerusalem. This program took 22 law students from the University of
Manitoba to Israel to partake in an intensive, provocative, and engaging 3-week program on
Israel‘s legal system. However, with the program taking place in Israel, it became so much more
than any class we have ever taken; being immersed in Israeli society and exploring the country
allowed us to appreciate its unique history, experience its intricacies first-hand, and better
understand the issues facing Israel and the incredible people who inhabit it. In this program,
University of Manitoba Law students – who will be the community leaders of tomorrow – got the
opportunity to truly know Israel, its democracy, and its legal system directly, and not through the
prism of an often uninformed and biased media.
Academically, it is hard to imagine how any course for students could possibly match this
one, both in terms of the calibre of presentations as well as observational experience. We were
exposed to many different perspectives on a wide variety of legal, political, and economic issues.
We were lectured to by leading academic experts in their legal fields, heard from top officials in
the legal system and Foreign Ministry, and were taken on field trips from everywhere from an
unrecognized Bedouin village in the Negev to a stunning high-tech success story. These lectures
and visits gave us all a fascinating perspective on Israel and the core issues facing Israeli society
from a legal aspect; they were in-depth, informative, and of uncompromising quality and were
marked by the ability of Israeli academics to describe and explain issues, especially such
emotional ones, in a balanced and precise manner. As one of the students, Gibrian MalickiSanchez, said, ―The topics were varied, relevant, and covered a broad spectrum of issues that
were all pertinent to what Israel faces every day.‖ After reading about Israel‘s conflict with the
Arab states for over half my life, it was fascinating to look at these core issues facing Israeli
society through the lens of the law. I am so proud that, as a Jewish student, I was able to study in
Israel with contemporaries from law school and learn about Israel‘s legal system, including its
stresses and challenges as well as its successes.
In the program, we were exposed us to the challenges and triumphs of Israeli society and its
legal system. Even while the state of Israel is beleaguered by forces of ignorance, dishonesty, and
double standards, Israel, like Canada, is a nation that guarantees human rights and dignity to all
its citizens and has a legal system based on the principles of freedom, justice, and peace with
equality and social and political rights for all its inhabitants. We also learned that, like Canada,
Israel has a duly-elected Parliament with representation from all facets of Israeli society that
abides by the rule of law that is guaranteed by Israel‘s independent, impartial Supreme Court.
Furthermore, learning about Israel‘s somewhat similar yet also very different legal system helped
us comparatively view that of Canada and demonstrated to all of us students that our two
countries face similar challenges, although Israel‘s tend to be more amplified, complex, and

immediate; the lectures regarding security, public international law, ―lawfare,‖ and others
demonstrated to us that the issues that Israel is currently facing and struggling to deal with in a
legal framework governed by the rule of law are issues that all of Western society are staring at,
whether at the present moment or across the future horizon. Learning about Israel‘s legal system
highlighted to many of us that law is not always a theoretical, academic exercise and that the
law‘s practical application is also of the utmost consideration in a democracy, especially one with
the external and internal pressures faced by Israel.
A particular treat for me was the brilliant presentation from Daniel Taub, Director of the Law
Division for Israel‘s Foreign Ministry, where he reflected on his decades of experiences as a peace
negotiator and advocate for Israel. I feel privileged that I was able to hear from a man who has
been at the forefront of every major juncture of the Middle East peace process – from Oslo to
Camp David and from the separation barrier decisions to the Goldstone Report – for the last 20
years. His discussion on the changing roles of legal advisors as the nature of the negotiations and
the conflict changed was an interesting perspective for us aspiring lawyers on the various roles
that we too may have to play in our future careers.
Israel‘s high-tech, entrepreneurial culture and its connections to the fundamental nature of
Israeli society were also emphasized. Students were impressed that in a country with so many
challenges and issues it must deal with, it is still a recognized world-leader in working towards
better lives for many people, both within the country and without. One of the speakers we heard
from on this topic was Saul Singer, one of the authors of Start-Up Nation. In his lecture, he
discussed the narrative of his book and discussed how Israeli business has developed since its
publication. However, it was when speaking of the person to whom he dedicated his book, his
brother who fell in Lebanon, that one of the greatest merits of the program was highlighted. He
gave his lecture just prior to the siren sounding for the start of Yom Ha‘zikaron which made the
experience all the more moving and compelling. Having this program take place in Israel during
which students got to experience Israel‘s national days of mourning during Yom Ha‘Shoah and
Yom Ha‘zikaron, and then see Israel at its best during Yom Ha‘atzmaut, demonstrated to all of us
students some of the essential characteristics of Israeli citizens in a moving way. Seeing the way
Israeli citizens react to these very important days of observance and celebration, especially in
light of Israel‘s unique history, was eye-opening when compared to how we observe and celebrate
similar holidays in Canada.
Yet this was not the only reason why it was so important that the program took place in
Israel. Being taken to many of the places we were learning about was one of the greatest merits
of the program and made it all the more comprehensive. The free time and weekends also gave
us the opportunity to explore Israel, see sites like the Old City, the Dead Sea, Masada, and
others, as well as immerse ourselves in the culture of Israeli citizens in cafes, restaurants, bars,
and markets; the ability of the students to experience what Israel has to offer as a modern
country, similar to those in North America or Europe, and get to experience it first-hand made us
fall in love with the country and gave us an understanding of the reality of day-to-day life for its
citizens. We learned from Israelis that while the country has its problems, there is no other place
in which they would rather be living. It was these aspects, along with hearing from many top
Israeli legal thinkers who are experts in their fields, that made this a truly unique course.
After enjoying the course, the knowledge, and experiences it provided, I would be remiss if I
did not mention that the program was the initiative of Bryan Schwartz, Asper Professor of
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International Business and Trade Law at the University of Manitoba, who accompanied us and
provided academic and administrative guidance throughout. All of the participant students are
also greatly indebted to the Canadian Friends of Hebrew University whose very generous
subsidies made the program accessible to the diverse cross-section of students who participated.
It was also wonderful living and learning on the stunning Hebrew University campus on Mount
Scopus and the university itself made us feel very welcome, especially Ofer Shinar, the Israel
academic program coordinator, and Keri Rosenbluh, the Director of Summer Courses and
Special Programs. Dr. Mimii Ajzenstadt, the Provost, also made a special point of welcoming us
to what was an open-minded and free academic exploration of Israel‘s legal system – an aspect of
the program we as law students appreciated and felt enhanced the value of the trip.
The students who came back from participating in the Manitoba Mishpatim program were
truly impressed with the genuinely unique educational experience they were offered, Israel‘s very
interesting legal system, the nature of the country as a whole, and the citizens who live there. All
of us students now have the knowledge and understanding to be forthright voices for Israel in the
battle against ignorance and bias to help better explain its legal system and policies to the broader
Canadian public. I can only hope that, in the years to come, this program is expanded so other
Canadian law students will be able to participate in this truly extraordinary experience.
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Bryan Schwartz and the Hebrew U in The Jewish Post and News
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Based on their comments, it appears that the University of Manitoba law students who
participated in the inaugural Mishpatim program at the Rothberg International School Hebrew
University of Jerusalem in May, 2011 were inspired and even moved by their participation in this
17 day learning experience. Mishpatim is a course designed to introduce students to the Israeli
legal system, while focusing on current issues at the core of the Israeli legal system, notes Dr.
Bryan Schwartz, Asper Professor of International Business and Trade Law, Faculty of Law, U of
M and the person responsible for initiating Mishpatim locally.
The course allowed ―students to examine key questions related to the identity of the Israeli
State including Jerusalem and the interaction with the Palestinian population in Israel and in the
Occupied Territories and the status of refugees,‖ according to the Mishpatim – Hebrew for ―laws‖
– syllabus.
The course included ―several field trips allowing the students to experience, first-hand, the
workings of the Israeli legal system.‖ The course was ―taught by Ofer Shinar Levanon, a legal
scholar and clinical lawyer.‖ In ad-dition, it included ―guest lectures by some of Israel‘s
prominent legal scholars as well as by advocates working to promote democracy and human
rights.‖
―The Mishpatim program has been an incredible experience,‖ wrote participant Daniel
Hildebrand in a post assessment of the program.
―We have been exposed to many different perspectives on a wide spectrum of legal, political
and economic Israeli issues. I was especially impressed by the quality of Israeli coordinator, Ofer
Shinar, not only for his introductory lectures, but his commentary during numerous field trips
and discussions.
Throughout the program I was impressed by the disagreement between the various speakers
who addressed us on various issues. This suggested to me that organizers succeeded in designing a
program that was provocative and engaging, and fully in the spirit of academic openness and
debate.‖
Fellow law student Julia Lee said it is ―impossible to truly appreciate the unique history of
Israel without being immersed‖ into Israeli society and experience its intricacies first hand.
―The Mishpatim Program provides ample exposure to the culture through various field trips
and lectures involving top class speakers such as the Council Chair Person of the Bedouin
Villages, a Nobel Prize candidate, and Director of the General Law Division of the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs to name just a few,‖ she said.
―The discussions in each of the lectures and field trips have not only been thought
stimulating but also have broadened my perspective to a whole new level.‖
During a telephone interview, Dr. Schwartz explained that he had been looking for a partner
for some years now to have some of his students study in Israel over the summer.
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―It turned out that Hebrew University already had such a program for Australian law
students,‖ he said.
―So, I got very enthusiastic.‖
Dr. Schwartz and his contacts at the Rothberg School decided to adapt that program for the
particular interests of Canadian law students.
―One of the adaptations we made was to do a major component on business and trade law,‖
said Schwartz.
He adds that the students were assigned to read the 2010 book, ―START-UP NATION: The
Story of Israel‘s Economic Miracle‖, by Dan Senor and Saul Singer.
―In fact, we had a remarkable evening when Saul Singer came to speak to our group in
Jerusalem,‖ Schwartz remarked.
―We also visited some high tech start-ups in the Jerusalem area. And, because of the interest
in Aboriginal issues, we also explored whether the Bedouin of the Negev fits into the emerging
international law framework for Indigenous people.‖
The Canadianized components were fitted into a comprehensive introduction to the Israeli
legal system, he said.
―The program also allowed the students an opportunity to explore Israel in all of its
dimensions,‖ continued Schwartz, noting that Professor Liza Fainstein, Associate Dean, Faculty
of Law, University of Manitoba, also attended the program.
―Students were invited to compare and contrast the Israeli and Canadian legal systems.‖
By the end, the students all reported that it was a ―tremendous‖ learning experience, he
emphasized.
―The program was made possible by a very generous grant from Canadian Friends of Hebrew
University, and the support from Hebrew University law school was outstanding,‖ said Schwartz,
pointing out that several of his students have expressed interest in returning to Israel to work in a
centre promoting human rights for African refugees – those who have fled on foot from sub
Saharan conflict zones – in Israel.
―It was such a success that we‘re hoping to continue next year and have other law students
from across Canada participate. The four credit hours from the experience will be transferred to
the credit requirements for completion of their degrees. The continuation of this program
depends on our ability to obtain further support from donors across Canada.‖
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Select Comments from Students
JULIA LEE
It is impossible to truly appreciate the unique history of Israel without being immersed into o
the Israeli society and experience its intricacies first hand. The Mishpatim Program provides
ample exposure to t he culture through various field trips and lectures involving top class
speakers such as the Council Chair Person of the Bedouin Villages, a Nobel Prize candidate e
and Director of the General law Division of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to name just a few.
The discussions in each of the lectures and field trips have not only been t thought stimulating
but also have broadened my perspective to a whole new level.
STEVE TOEWS
The lectures have been universally excellent. All the Profs were able to hold my attention,
even when they were speaking on a subject I‘m not particularly interested in. The subject matter

was fantastic, largely because Israel is inherently interesting.
DANIEL HILDEBRAND

The Misphatim program has been an incredible experience. We have been exposed to many
different perspectives on a wide spectrum of legal, political and economic Israeli issues. I was
especially impressed by the quality of Israeli coordinator, Ofer Shinar, not only for his
introductory lectures, but his commentary during numerous field trips and discussions.
Throughout the program I was impressed by the disagreement between the various speakers
who addressed us on various issues. This suggested to me that organizers succeeded in designing
a program that was provocative and engaging, and fully in the spirit of academic openness and
debate.
Awesome course. The broad focus and wide variety of field trips give a great top-down
perspective of the entire country. If the intent of the friends of HU was to give students
JANET KWONG
The field trips have been fantastic!
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SPENCER CHIMUK
I find Israel to be in a constant state of paradox and contradiction. This can be frustrating
and confusing, but the more time I spend here, the more I begin to understand the complications
of this powerful little nation and the incredible people who inhabit it.
GREG SACKS
I really enjoyed the foreign affairs department – I wasn‘t expecting the speaker to have such a
pragmatic perspective, at least openly, and it also gave us a good look at the role of lawyers in this
country outside the traditional settings of firms and courtroom.
All of the field trips have been absolutely fascinating, and it's been an eye-opener to see just
how much cutting-edge research in so many fields is done in Israel.
The timing of the trip, coinciding with Holocaust memorial day, Memorial Day and
Independence Day has been fantastic - a great opportunity to experience some of the essential
parts of the Israeli character in a very tangible and moving way.
MATT FILLIPOWICH
[T]he program has opened my eyes on many different aspects of Israeli Society. One of the
most gratifying consequences of the program has been my ability to compare and contrast Israel
with my Canadian perspectives….it is interesting to find many similarities, but it is the
differences that require the most reflections.
The dinner and presentation by Saul Singer on start-up Nation was quite good. I think it was
a good choice of mandatory course reading, and was a great introduction to Israeli society.
Thanks for the opportunity and I hope this continues for more students to enjoy.
SARAH MCNAMARA
I really appreciated the indigenous and refugee aspects of the course. One of the highlights of
my trip was our visit to the Bedouin Village. …. My favorite part of that day was after the
majority of our group had said goodbye and the Canadian indigenous students stayed behind and
we each introduced ourselves, I don't recall his name (the Bedouin speaker) but he was very
excited to see so many indigenous people studying law in Canada.
The speaker at the Minister of Foreign Affairs (Daniel Taub?) spoke to us very candidly and I
really enjoyed his lecture. It was nice to listen to such a talented speaker in such an informal
setting whilst absorbing such fascinating and very informative information.
On that note, I do feel that HU provided us with very talented speakers. Each guest lecturer
we had was extremely knowledgeable in their areas and I feel that great effort was made to find us
the very best speakers available. We had the opportunity to listen to a future Nobel peace prize
recipient, visit the Israel Supreme Court and listen/view two court cases, and a legal perspective
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from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. I feel quite blessed to have been exposed to so many great
speakers.
MYRA TAIT
Could not be the same course taught anywhere else; being among the people, seeing the sites,
hearing from people who are not only experts in their fields, but who experience the reality of the
conflict everyday and who are impassioned by it, makes this a truly unique course;
Support of Friends of Hebrew University was integral to making my participation possible;
As an Aboriginal woman from Canada, I see the similarities that other indigenous groups
experience in their own struggle to be recognized and viewed as a valuable part of society; it was
a indispensible part of getting to know Israel;
Speakers were top notch; may be difficult to do better.
GIBRIAN MALICKI-SANCHEZ
I really enjoyed the field trips. One of the greatest merits of this program is that we went to
the places we are learning about. Learning about the situation of the Bedouin in the Negev desert
was much more comprehensive by exploring an actual village and talking to real Bedouin as
opposed being lectured on it in a class room. Another example was the tour of the Izun lab, a
start-up company typical in Israeli economic culture. Learning about the company‘s strategy from
the CEO himself provided the best perspective a student could ask for. The tour of the Supreme
Court and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs were very worthwhile as well, both seeing two live cases
and hearing perhaps the best speech of the trip from the Israeli minister of foreign affairs.
The lectures were excellent as they were conducted by guest speakers who were experts in
their fields and authors of the assigned readings. It is invaluable to have had the opportunity to
ask them questions during these interactive classes that were fascinating, informative, and of
uncompromising quality. The topics were varied, relevant, and covered a broad spectrum of
issues that were all pertinent to what Israel faces every day.
The best part of the program was the schedule. There was a lot of free time for students to
explore Israel. I have gone with a group of about ten colleagues for weekend trips to the beaches
of Haifa and the Baha‘i Gardens, to the Dead Sea and Masada, and to Petra. The days off during
the week and free afternoons gave us the opportunity to explore the Old City, East Jerusalem,
downtown, cafe‘s, bars, markets, and enjoy the delicious food. The timing of the course, falling on
holidays like Independence Day was an amazing experience participating in the celebration with
the youth, and watching everybody get out of their vehicles and stand in respectful silence as the
sirens went off to signal memorial day.
Jerusalem was beautiful. The weather was warm, and comfortable which was very welcome
after months of living in the freezing Winnipeg winter. The Hebrew University of Jerusalem
campus was stunning. The view from my room oversaw the Mount of Olives, the Old City and
the Golden Dome, and the cityscape sprawling outward to the hills surrounding the city. I was
able appreciate this all the much more with a relaxed mindset knowing that the course was
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pass/fail with one exam at the end of the program. The education I have received was insightful,
fulfilling, and I was so glad I had an opportunity to learn about the history and circumstances
from Israel first hand rather than sifting through all of the biased information I have found in
North America.
KEITH LENTON
The mix of perspectives has overall been very good. Some might think that a course on Israeli
legal systems taking place in Israel might be biased, but such has not been the case. We have
heard varied and critical perspectives on most issues which has enhanced the value of the trip.
JONAH MOZESON
Regarding individual speakers, the fact that we got an hour from Daniel Taub was a coup for
the program and a treat for anyone even remotely interested in the Arab-Israeli conflict. I feel
privileged that I was able to receive such a lecture from a man who has been at the forefront of
every major juncture of the Middle East peace process – from Madrid and Oslo to Camp David
and from the separation barrier decisions to the Goldstone Report – for the last 20 years. His
perspective on the changing role of legal advisors to each side as the nature of the negotiations
and the conflict changed was an interesting perspective for us aspiring lawyers on the various
roles that we too may have to play in our future careers.
I also very much enjoyed the lecture given by Dr. Yehiel Kaplan on Jewish law in the state of
Israel as it fleshed out the very interesting paradox that we were alerted to on the first day
between Ben Gurion‘s aspiration for Israel to be both a Jewish and a democratic state.
Professor Schwartz has also done a very good job in the reflection sessions of putting
everything we have learned into perspective and context to ensure that all the students
understand that law is not always a theoretical, academic exercise and that the law‘s practical
application is also of the utmost consideration in a democracy, especially one with the external
and internal pressures faced by Israel.
GRAHAM HONSA
Introduction

I begin by thanking the Canadian Friends of Hebrew University for enabling my school‘s
travels to Israel. In 2004-2005, I received a generous scholarship in Europe as an exchange
student. From both experiences, I saw firsthand the effectiveness of study-abroad programs in
promoting the image of the host country and institution in Canadian society. Frankly, this
approach is one that ought to be more seriously considered by Canadian provinces and
universities in promoting Canada‘s interests abroad. While I do not purport to be an expert on
Middle-East issues, I am familiar with many of the challenges of the region. What this trip has
given me is the ability to return to Canada and describe my viewpoint on the basis of firsthand
experience and with a greater understanding of the geography, temperament and people of Israel.
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What I Found in Israel

I expected Israel to be beautiful, and I was not disappointed. Though the course was
saturated with content, we were able to travel the country and see its many wonderful sights,
from Haifa to Eilat, and much in between. In fewer than 21,000 km 2, Israel provides a complete
spectrum of tourist activities, with the notable exceptions of decent skiing and ice-fishing. For a
Canadian, the most striking aspect of this country has been the fact that it faces many of the
same issues as Canada, only in a much more complicated, urgent and amplified way. The impact
of important decisions is heightened by the scarcity of land and resources; concessions and
sacrifices are much costlier in Israel than they are in Canada. Illustrative of this point are
Bedouin claims to title over approximately 800 km2 of land in Israel. While minute by Canadian
standards, Bedouin claims cover 4% of Israel‘s land mass in a country where only 10% of the land
is open for private ownership. Furthermore, competing claims by many groups over Israeli
territory mean that concessions to one group can be leveraged by others to obtain similar results.
Israel does not pretend to be a secular state; rather, it is ―Jewish and Democratic.‖ Many areas
of law which are easily resolved in secular states are subject to another layer of complexity and
even intrigue in Israel. We learnt that the Supreme Court Justices often sparred over the
meaning of ‗Jewish‘, though the formidable Aharon Barak‘s universalistic interpretation often
carried the day.
All this is to say that Israeli law is highly textured. The Israeli instructors spoke with an
intensity and determination that I found refreshing. While heightened emotions complicate
Israeli issues, they create a context that lends itself to passionate dialogue with none of the
reticence common to Canadian settings. The resulting intensity felt heavy at times, especially in
Jerusalem, but I sensed the weight lift toward the evenings as Jerusalemites enjoyed their nights
on the town. The lower-lying and coastal cities also felt much more relaxed, though they lacked
Jerusalem‘s fascinating juxtaposition of ancient and modern, secular and devout. And who would
miss hearing the muezzin‘s call to prayer while breathing the incensed air at the Church of the
Holy Sepulchre or standing at the Kotel amongst pilgrims reciting lamentations?
While Jerusalem dazzled with its spiritual vigour, Haifa was where Israel‘s diversity seemed
most tranquil. Against the azure backdrop of the Mediterranean, people from all walks of life
were content to dine, relax, work and live side-by-side under the shadow of Mount Carmel.
Many Israelis we met loved Haifa‘s laid-back atmosphere, though it hosts a vibrant technology
industry and busy seaport. This was also where we tasted our best shawarma. Tel Aviv, minutes
down the hills from Jerusalem, might have been in another world altogether. I had the distinct
impression of being in a Mediterranean city, with young and energetic crowd. Eilat was younger
again—and even more energetic.
Because of this year‘s peculiar calendar, our trip coincided with three seminal holidays that
marked events along Israel‘s struggle for nationhood: Yom HaShoah, Yom Hazikaron and Yom
Ha‘atzmaut—two days of mourning, one of celebration. Yom HaShoah took place on the first full
day of our course and we met in the auditorium with other students of the Rothberg
International School for a recitation of Yizkor and some interpretive presentations. Our Israeli
instructor informed us that this was the first time he had ever lectured on Yom HaShoah,
something he found difficult to do. Despite the indelible mark which the holocaust had left on
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the Jewish psyche, it was on visiting Jerusalem later that afternoon that I was struck by how few
years separated the abyss from today‘s flourishing nation. Yom HaShoah also underscored the
central role of the Jewish character in maintaining Israel as a safe haven from ongoing and
potential persecution.
This sense of Israel as a refuge will be tested in the coming years, we discovered, as subSaharan African asylum seekers trek into Israel from the Sinai Peninsula. We visited a south Tel
Aviv neighbourhood where many of them ‗settle‘ after arrival in Israel. Since Israel has never
encountered this phenomenon to any great extent, it never developed formalised policies for
granting permanent, or even semi-permanent, status to asylum seekers arriving by land (indeed,
by foot) from Sudan and elsewhere. With an enormous capacity for accepting diverse groups of
Jewish refugees, Israel is well equipped to deal with these newcomers in accordance with its
humanitarian ideals. Diverse humanitarian organisations have already taken the initiative to
assist the asylum seekers and advocate for their needs. In Tel Aviv, we met Nic Schlagman from
the African Refugee Development Center. While Nic advocates on behalf of asylum seekers in
Israel, he felt that the government was making bona fide efforts to develop equitable solutions to
their plight.
Hebrew University and Mount Scopus

The Hebrew University welcomed us with open arms to its Rothberg International School.
Our course was coordinated by Kerri Rosenbluh, who worked tirelessly to provide us with a
seamless experience. Although this course was a pilot project, there were very few last-minute
hiccups that I could perceive. Credit for this must lay with careful consultation between Prof.
Schwartz, Ofer Shinar, and Kerri and her staff. We were also well accommodated by the friendly
staff at Beit Maiersdorf, Mount Scopus Campus. The Mount Scopus Campus, by the way, was
certainly one of the most beautiful most of us had ever encountered. Built entirely of sandstone,
the University hosted a botanical garden which we were told contained examples of every
specimen of flora found in Israel.
During the trip, Hebrew University arranged meeting with many prominent Israelis. Supreme
Court Clerk, Gil Rothchild spoke to us about his experiences working with Justice Hayut and his
observations on the functioning of the Court. We learned, for instance, that the Israel Supreme
Court hears many times more cases than does its Canadian counterpart. Daniel Taub, Director,
General Law Division, Ministry of Foreign Affairs highlighted the legal implications of the
headline news relating to Israel. Saul Singer, co-author of ―Start-up Nation‖, dined with us and
expanded on the thesis of his hit book. Dr. William Levine, CEO of Izun Pharma recounted his
experiences starting up a pharmaceutical company in Jerusalem. Dr. Howard Cedar, Chairperson
, Developmental Biology & Cancer Research, IMRIC, demonstrated the importance of his
research on DNA methylation to the understanding of genomic diseases. The Canadian Friends
of Hebrew University is supporting a high calibre of work through its IMRIC funding, as we
discovered from our tour of Hadassah Ein Karem with Prof. Haya Lorberboum-Galski. She
described some of the medical advances derived from close collaboration with Canadian
researchers.
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Application to Canada and the University of Manitoba

One of the purposes of the Israel and International Law course was to compare and contrast
legal approaches in Canada and Israel. Both countries are liberal democracies. With relatively
small populations and well developed economies, Canada and Israel are extremely reliant on
foreign trade to meet the basic needs of their respective citizens. Both countries are sensitive to
their positions in the international community and both have played an important role in
humanitarian causes. Canada and Israel are former British colonies with heterogeneous
populations and sizeable minorities. Israel‘s challenges often seemed to be amplified versions of
the same problems we face in Canada. In short, both countries could learn from each other.
In the area of criminal law, for instance, Israel follows many of the same practices as Canada,
but Israel does not hold jury trials. Both countries could study the effectiveness of the jury system
by comparing outcomes in similar criminal proceedings. Is the jury worth keeping or is it merely
an ancient and expensive relic? What can Canada learn from Israel‘s extremely low proportion of
violent crime? The supreme courts of Canada and Israel hold each other in high regard, each
citing the other, especially in the interpretation and application of human rights.
Conclusion

I must again thank the Canadian Friends of Hebrew University and the administrations of the
University of Manitoba and the Hebrew University for supporting our program. Without their
encouragement, the program would never have happened. In every respect, the trip was a
success. Cross-cultural exchanges were fostered and a group of 25 Canadians has gained a deeper
understanding of the complexities of a turbulent region and a fascinating country. The stature of
Hebrew University was certainly apparent to us. Hopefully we made a good impression on our
Israeli hosts. Keri Rosenbluh thought our program was one of the richest she had seen, both in
terms of funding and subject matter. We experienced some of the best aspects of Israel, though
we were shown its dirty laundry. Students appreciated the frankness and openness which served
to enhance the positive aspects of the country; few would have enjoyed the discussions if they
were anything but honest. I can‘t wait to return for another visit soon.
TANYA KAPPO
I did want to share some of my thoughts with you on our recent trip to Israel. First, I really
wanted to thank you for making the effort and taking the time to organize the course and making
it available towards our degree requirements. My overall and very general impression was that it
was an absolutely amazing experience that I am entirely thrilled and grateful that I had the
opportunity to participate in.
It has taken me all these weeks since I've been back to try to digest intellectually all that I
experienced and learned over there. I also found that I have also been very impacted
emotionally and spiritually from my experience, in a very positive and profound way. I am not
overly religious by any means, but you cannot go to the Holy Land of Jesus and not feel the
history there and the sacredness of it all. I don't know that I can still really articulate all that I
observed and how it impacted me. But I can say, it has been extremely positive and
enlightening….
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I was really taken aback to discover that the Israeli gov't looks to Canada, in guidance, in
establishing their list of characteristics of who is Indigenous. This was evidenced by the gov't
representative on the last day of classes in her presentation.
There was a particularly strong moment of envy for me, when I arrived in Jerusalem and
started spending time in the Old City. I saw lots of Jewish people who were able to be Jewish
people. This struck me as a particular freedom that I never felt I have here - to be able to be who
I am - a Cree Woman. It seems that the expectation here is still that I have to be and look how
Canada wants me to be and look. And it felt strange to feel the envy of the Jewish people, in
that they've faced such a violently oppressive regime in Germany and around the world, and now
they can be free to be who they are and not worry about it. Although, the envy raised some
interesting questions in my own self, in that if the opportunity really was there for me to be who I
am at all times, and still be safe and welcome, what would that look like? As envious as I was (in
a good way), I could not clearly define what freedom would be for me here in Canada, to be who
I am. And it kind of made me sad actually, to realize how much of my own identity is still very
much lost and oppressed.
Again, I'd like to thank you for creating that opportunity. It really was a once in a lifetime,
life changing experience for me, for many reasons.
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Select Comments from Faculty
OFER SHINER
"The program attempted to provide the students with several distinctive perspective on Israel
as a state and a society, focusing on the interactions between law and government, human rights
and democracy. I'm grateful for the assistance of the Canadian Friends of the Hebrew University
and for the initiative undertaken by Prof. Bryan Schwartz, without whom this program would not
have taken place. As the academic coordinator of the program I was faced with taught
challenges: how can you provide a clear view of several rather complicated issues, such as the
status of the Gaza strip according to public international law and Israeli law or the status of
African refugees in Israel. While a three week program cannot do justice with the intricate
problems faced by Israel these days, we have attempted to shed a light on issues which influence
not only the Middle East but the whole world."
"I was very satisfied with the quality of the students, they demonstrated great interest in the
course, read the materials and have manifested critical thinking in each of the classes. I enjoyed
teaching them, and I hope our paths will cross again in the future."
DR BRYAN SCHWARTZ, ASPER PROFESSOR OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS AND TRADE LAW
―Everything that happens in Canada happens in Israel, often with the added benefit of
complexity and intensity. The course encourage the students to see their own legal system and
society in the fresh light of experience a world that has both remarkable similarities and
contrasts. We aimed to provide a panoramic perspective; constitutional development, individual
and minority rights, the criminal and family law systems, trade and business slaw. We met with
an advocate for refugees from Darfur and Eritrea who have endured excruciating hardship and
danger to arrive in Israel; we met with a practicing health care professional from New Jersey who
left a comfortable and prosperous career to come to Israel, where his research-based start-up
company is making breakthroughs that fundamentally improve the quality of life for hundreds of
millions of people. The Canadian Friends of Hebrew University can be proud of supporting a
pioneering program that was a remarkably success. Next step: try to give the program a national
dimension, so that there are some students from law schools across Canada as well as our own in
Manitoba. Beyond that:give the incredible cultural and scientific of Israel, more programs like
this could be developed in many disciplines and include students from around the world.‖
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Course Schedule and Syllabus
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U N I V E R S I T Y

19:00

18.00

17.00

16.00

15.00

14.00

13.00

12.00

18:00-18:30
Campus Tour
(Departs from 3rd floor lobby)

16:45-18:00 (Room 200)
Mandatory Orientation

Arrival (Room 429/430)

Registration (Room 501/502)

Computer Account (Room
106/107)

19:00
Dinner at Joy, Emek Refaim

17:00-18:30
Guided walking Tour through
Ein Karem

15:30-17:00
Hadassah Ein Karem,
Hebrew University School of
Medicine, IMRIC,
lecture with
Prof. Howard Cedar

CFHU Field Trip
(Bus Departs at 14:30)

11:15-13:45 (Room 211)
Introduction to Israel as a
Society and State and Israel’s
Legal System
Adv. Ofer Shinar

9:45-11:00 (Truman Auditorium)
Holocaust Memorial Ceremony

Mon. May 2

10.00

8:00 – 15:00
Financial Registration

Sun. May 1

9:15 (Room 211)
Welcome

11.00

O F

J E R U S A L E M

11:20 – 12:50 (Room 300)
Two legal perspectives-Jewish
and Democratic State
Dr. Yehiel Kaplan

9:30 – 11:00 (Room 300)
Jewish Law in the State of
Israel
Dr. Yehiel Kaplan

Tue. May 3

Mr. Ibrahim Abu Afash, Wadi
Nam Village Council Chairperson

Mr. Atia Al Asmi, Hashem Zana
Village Council Chairperson

Dr. Yeela Raanan, Shatil

10:30 – 14:30
Visit of Two Unrecognized
Bedouin Villages

Field Trip
The Bedouin in the Negev
(Bus departs at 8:30)

Wed. May 4

16:00 – 17:30 (room 309)
Reflection Session
Prof. Bryan Schwartz

13:30 - 15:00
The Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Legal Challenges
Daniel Taub, Director, General
Law Division, Ministry of Foreign
Affairs

12:30 – 13:15
Guided Tour of the Supreme
Court
Adv. Ofer Shinar

10:15 – 11:00
Attending the Supreme Court
in session
11:00 – 12:30
The Israeli Supreme Court – A
View from the Court
Mr. Gil Rothchild

Field Trip
The Israeli Supreme Court & The
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
(Bus departs at 9:30)

Thu. May 5

Manitoba Mishpatim Program 2011 – Week I
Registration, Orientation and Classes will take place in the Boyar Building (Rothberg International School)
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18.00

17:00

16.00

15.00

14.00

13.00

12.00

11.00

10.00

9.00

8.00
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U N I V E R S I T Y

17:00 – 18:30
(Maiersdorf Room 403)
Israel as a High Tech Nation
Dinner and Lecture
Mr. Saul Singer

11:45 – 13:15 (Room 300)
The Military Justice System in
Israel & the Military Court
System in The West Bank
Adv. Itai Reggev

10:00-11:3 (Room 300)
Israel's Criminal Justice Background and Principles
Adv. Itai Reggev

Sun. May 8

O F

Memorial Day
No classes after 1:00 pm

1 : -13: 0 (Room 300)
The Israeli High Court of
Justice and International Law
Dr. Guy Harpaz

9:45 – 11:00 (Room 300)
International Law-Introduction
Dr. Guy Harpaz

Mon. May 9

Tue. May 10

13:30-15:30
On-Site Tour
Izun Pharma Ltd.
William Levine, DDS
CEO
(Bus departs from RIS at 13:30)

10:30-12:00 (Room 300)
Trade Issues: Israel, the
Palestinians & Europe
Dr. Tomer Broude

10:00-10:30 (Room 300)
Prof. Mimi Ajzenstadt, Provost,
Rothberg International School

Wed. May 11

Thu. May 12

12:30 – 14:00 (Room 100)
Reflection Session
Prof. Bryan Schwartz

10:00-1 : 0 (Room 100)
The IDF & International Law
Issues
Representative from the Israeli
Army Intl. Law Dept.

J E R U S A L E M

Manitoba Mishpatim Program 2011 – Week II
Classes will take place in the Boyar Building (Rothberg International School)
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18:00

17.00

16.00

15.00

14.00

13.00

12.00

11.00

10.00

9.00

8.00

H E B R E W

U N I V E R S I T Y

Sun. May 15

O F

15:15-17:00
International Law and the
Legal Status of Gaza
Adv. Tamar Feldman

:30-15:10 Lunch Break

13:00-14:30
Legal Rights of Migrant
Workers in Israel: Law and
Reality
Adv. Rachel Idelevich

11:15 – 12:30
The Status of the Refugees in
Israel
Mr. Nic Schlagman

10:00 – 11:15
Tour of South Tel Aviv
Mr. Nic Schlagman

Field Trip
Tel Aviv's South – Migrant
Workers; Refugees & Gisha
(Bus departs from RIS at 8:30)

Mon. May 16

14:00-15:30 (Room 300)
Land Conflict Between the
State of Israel and the Bedouin
Community
Adv. Havatzelet Yahel

12:00 – 14:00 (Room 300)
Jerusalem and its Borders –
Current Issues
Ms. Orly Noy (Ir Amim)

10: 0-12: 0 (Room 300)
Field Trips Discussion
Adv. Ofer Shinar

9:30-10:00 (Room 300)
Rothberg Evaluation Session
Keri Rosenbluh

Tue. May 17

Wed.

May 18

Thu.

May 19

12:15 – 15:15 (Room 100)
Final Exam

10:00-12:00 (Room 100)
Concluding Session
Adv. Ofer Shinar & Prof. Bryan
Schwartz

J E R U S A L E M

Manitoba Mishpatim Program 2011 – Week III
Classes will take place in the Boyar Building (Rothberg International School)

Department of Summer Courses and Special Programs

Roth b erg I n tern ati o n al S ch ool

T H E

Select Photos from the Mishpatim Program
1. University of Manitoba Law students and faculty after a lecture given by Dr Howard
Cedar, Chair of Developmental Biology & Cancer Research, and Prof Haya LorberboumGalski, Head of the Committee for Research and Foreign Affairs, at the Institute for
Medical Research Israel-Canada, Jerusalem.
2. Spencer Chimuk, University of Manitoba Law student, with Saul Singer, author of Startup Nation, Jerusalem.
3. University of Manitoba Law students with employees of Izun Pharma at its corporate
headquarters, Jerusalem.
4. University of Manitoba Law students with Adv Ofer Shinar of the Hebrew University of
Jerusalem between instructional sessions on Refugee and Worker Rights, Tel Aviv.
5. Cover Photo—University of Manitoba Law students during orientation at the Mount
Scopus Campus of the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Jerusalem.
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